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Chapter: 866
“Chairman, there is a grand charity party tonight, big people in the circle
will attend, do you want to participate?”
After Lin Ziming came to Ziqiong Media, Wang Shougui reported to him
after finishing his work.
“Charity party? Is it a big one?” Lin Ziming said curiously.
Wang Shougui respectfully said: “Yes, this charity gala is very large, and
big figures from all fields will come to participate. There is official support.
The subordinates believe that since the chairman intends to establish a new
charity organization, It’s better to go there.”
Indeed, Lin Ziming intends to set up a charity organization and do more
good deeds. Now there is this charity party. If he goes to attend and show up,
it will really help.
He didn’t think too much, so he nodded and agreed.
Now he doesn’t have any special things to be busy with, so he can naturally
take time to attend tonight.
Next, he stayed in the office to meditate. Since defeating Wu Meizi, his
cultivation has improved a lot during this period, and he has stabilized in the
upper stage of the innate realm.
The Innate Realm, also known as the Transcendent Realm, not only creates
a watershed with ordinary people, even if it is the peak of the acquired, it is
vulnerable to a single blow in front of the innate realm masters. It is not just
about force, but more of the life level. .
Now Lin Ziming has completely consolidated in the Innate Realm, and his
cultivation is stable in the upper stage of the Inborn Realm.
He is roughly divided now, in the innate realm, there are five realms, the
lower, the middle, the upper, the top, and the Dzogchen!
The difference between these five realms lies mainly in the strength of blood
and spirit.
And after the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm, the legendary King
Kong is not bad!
Once you reach that state, you will be a real superman.
The whole person’s life form will usher in an earth-shaking transformation.
Lin Ziming even suspects that the King Kong is not bad, and there will be
unexpected changes in the body, and even mental interference, and the
ability to fetch things from the air is not necessarily!
This sounds like a phantom and impossible thing to happen, but in fact it is
not like this. In Lin Ziming’s reasoning, the human body has unlimited
potential. From the acquired peak to the innate realm, the level of life
undergoes the first transformation. The main difference is that after reaching
the innate realm, the human brain has more’authorities’ opened up, and it
can secrete hormones autonomously to enhance the strength of sex and spirit.
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But when King Kong is not bad, the human brain has more “authorities”
opened, specifically, to unlock more “functions”.
In fact, the capacity of the brain that humans can use is only a few percent.
Many smart scientists are just because they can use more brain capacity than
ordinary people.
In science, there is a theory that the capacity of the brain that humans cannot
use has become a forbidden zone for God! And human practice is actually
constantly opening up the God’s forbidden zone and using more brain
capacity.
Like Lin Ziming now, he has only used about 15% of his brain capacity!
According to his inference, it should be able to use 50% of the brain’s
capacity when the King Kong is not bad!
And to use 50% of the capacity should be from the three-dimensional to the
four-dimensional, so inference, there can be mental interference, and the
ability to fetch objects from the air.
This is not fantasy, but is supported by scientific theories.
It is conceivable that if 100% of the brain’s capacity can be used, what kind
of state will it be? Lin Ziming couldn’t imagine, maybe he could jump
directly from the four-dimensional space to the five-dimensional space?
Lin Ziming opened his eyes, and there were bursts of divine light flashing in
his pupils, and the brain capacity he could mobilize now was 15.224% to be
precise.
If he can break through to the top stage of the innate realm, he should be
able to use 20% of the brain’s capacity by then!
If it is Dzogchen in the innate realm, it may be asking about 25%.
Of course, this is still his speculation stage, and he needs to study whether it
is really this value.
Time was in his meditation, and soon passed. Three seconds before Wang
Shougui opened the door of his office, he opened his eyes, and he smelled of
an unknown prophet.
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